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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Thank you for e a submission to the Productivity Commission,s

study into con and Administration, specifically the 'single law,

multiple regulat the Australian Consumer Law (AcL)'

The shopping centre council of Australia (sccA) also appreciated the opportunity to meet

with Commissioner Abramson and Commièsion itaff on 2 lune 2016 to discuss our initial

thoughts regarding this studY'

The sccA's interest in this study is specific to the appropriateness of the current AcL

regulator framework with regard to tlre administration of the new business-to-business

unfair contract terms law. This law - a policy commitment of the Coalition Government in

the context of its election in 2013 - passed ti'rrough the Parliament in November 2075 (the

Treasury Legistation Amendment (Smatt Business ánd lJnfair Contract Terms) Bill 2015) and

commences on 12 November 2076'

entary on the new law in its Draft and Final

Transfer and Ctosure (Final Report dated
In our submission in response to the Draft

rt' for the new law as lacking an evidentiary
are aware) undeftaken a substantial study or

inquiry into the new law that would have provided a credible basis for this'suppott''

We, respectfully, ask that the Commission consider the comments made in this submission

with an open mind and reflect on what we consider to be flaws in the new business-to-

business regime that require further consideration'

In preparing this submission, we have also given consideration to the ongoing review of the

ACL being undeftaken by Consumer Affairs Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ)' We

pr*¡¿"¿ ã comprehensive submission to the ACL review in May 2016 (Attachment 1)'

In our view, it is challenging to disconnect the effectiveness (or, in this case,-the anticipated

effectiveness) of a regutãtor framework from the broader operation and drafting of the new

unfair contract termsiaw, and related provisions. A regulator will only work to best effect if

the law it is enforcing is tlear and certain' In the context of the new unfair contract terms

law, the same can alão be said of the parties to a contract seeking to comply with the law,

and also to the operation of the coutts.

In this regard, in our submission to the ACL review we have made a range of

recommendations regarding the definition/parameters of, for example, a 'standard form

contract'and'upfroni price; which, if addrelsed, would somewhat improve the clarity and

certainty of the law's application and enforcement'

We respectfully ask that the Commission giv on to these issues in the

context of the future efficacy of the new law and offers its suppoft to

the CAANZ recommending and, ultimately, t nd territory governments

progressing, amendmentõ to the ACL to'improve the application and enforcement of the

new unfair contract terms law,

On the enforcement framework specifically, we note that, at page 11 of the Issues Paper

under the heading'Other issues', the Commission acknowledges that issues with regard to

the operation of tñe new law within the current ACL regulator framework have been raised

in the context of the ACL review'
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specifically, the Issues Paper reflects stakeholder concerns as to:

"...whether ACL regutators are appropriatety equipped to regulate business-to-

business transactíons, as they are now responsible for following recent

amendments to the ACL that extended some of its protections to small btJsiness,"

In our submission to the CAANZ on the ACL review we noted that while the regulator model
,,...may have been appropriate when the ACL was confined to business-to-consumer

contracts, (it) ¡s not aõþroÞ¡ate now the ACL has been extended to include'small business

(In this submission to the commission we do not make any commentary or

recommendations rãgar¿ing the efficacy of the 'single law, multiple regulator' model with

,ãõ.r¿ to other elerients ór tne ACL, including the business-to-consumer unfair contract

term law.)

The sccA remains of this view and urges the commission to reflect on the appropriateness

of consumer affairs agencies (e.g' NSW Fair Trading, Consumer .Affairs Victoria)

administering a law whicñ will require a depth of understanding with regard to, for example,

the business practices relevant to a range of sectors of the economy and contract

negotiation processes. This is knowledge anã expertise that is not otherwise required within

these agencies to aããquaiety peform fheir current ACL'consumer' enforcement functions'

while the Australian competition and consumer commission (ACCC) may have a stronger

base of experience and knowledge with regard to business-to-business issues - and'

therefore, tuy 
"nJ 

up Ueing the þreferred rãgulator for a business to engage with if the

state and territory regulators are proven to lack the necessary depth of understanding - it is
unlikely that the ACõC will have the resources to manage this workload' The ACCC also

publically declares it infrequently engages in resolving.individual disputes and that their

focus is on more systemic issues whicñ ñave the potential for wide consumer/small business

harm.

The sccA acknowledges that the views and concerns expressed in this submission are

theoretical to the exte-nt that the new business-to-business unfair contract terms law is not

yet applicable. That said, we have been working closely with the ACCC on preparations for

the implementation of the new law, with retail lãasing having been identified as one of five

sectors to be the focus of the ACCC's initial education, engagement and compliance

activities.

while we do not have quantifiable evidence or case studies to inform our concerns, we do

believe that we make a range of compelling points about the potential gaps in the ACL and

it,s administration *itt"' ,"guiA to the new lãw that should prompt the.Commission to reflect

on these concerns and mãke appropriate recommendations or referrals (e.g' to GAANZ) for

consideration.

we would gladly discuss this submission with the commission and provide any other

relevant information that might be required. our contact details, and list of our members'

appear at the end of this submission'

contracts",

Angus Nardi
Executive Director
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LINK TO THE ACL REVIEW

we note that the Issues Paper outlines that "this study is not focussing on the content and

adequacy of laws and regütations offering consumer protection under the ACL" (although

left unsaid, we understun-¿ tt''it to also ¡nltude small businesses in the context of the new

unfair terms law).

However, the Paper goes on to offer an exception to this general rule whereby the

Commission may offei comment "insofa r as aspeçts of the context of the ACL, such as

attowabte penalties, have some effect on how the ACL is administered and enforced"'

In our view, it is challenging to disconnect the effectiveness - or' in the case of the new

unfair contract terms law, the anticipated effectiveness - of the 'single law, multiple

i"lrtutor'model from the broader operation and drafting of the new unfair contract terms

law and related provisions in the ACL'

Although these are issues that the Commission may consider to be within scope of the

CAANZ review of the ACL, we contend that a regulator will only work to best effect if the law

it is enforcing is clear and certain'

In this regard, we are of the view that the Commission is well within scope to also form

views on ceftain elements of the business-to-business unfair contract terms law and related

provisions within the ACL which we consider may impact a regulator's ability to confidently

and appropriately administer and enforce the new law' The same can also be said of groups

entering a contract which are seeking to comply with the new law, and the coufts making

judgments with regard to the new law'

Inthisregard,wedrawreferencetotheGenerallnformate
tisues paóer which, in summary, seeks to understand "vvh e

administration and enforcemeni of the ACL...", and what e

problems: "(a) weaknesses in the taw (b) weaknesses in the n
'(c) 

insufficient resources to enable sufficient enforcement action?"'

Although this information request is'backwards looking'insofar as it is seeking evidence of

past failings or systemic issues that can be pinpointéd and resolved, we think that this

request should provide sufficrent flexibility for the Commission to consider possible future

p'ool"''withtheadministrationandenforcerrentoftheACL'
The sccA's submission to the ACL review is attached which details a number of "(a)

weaknesses ín the /au¡" which we consider may impact the administration and enforcement

of the new unfair contract terms law in the ACL'

we urge the commission to consider the issued raised in the attached submission in the

context of the need for clarity and ceftaintl in the law's application, administration and

enforcement.

The following provides a short explanatton of a number of key issues that we would like to

bring to the tommission's attention (not exhaustive):

Meaning of 'unfair'
The term.unfair,is highly subjective and is incapable of precise definition. This is why

legislatures have previously steered clear of using this term as a legal norm or standard

(rãttrer than a deiirable guioing principle) in transactions between businesses'

e 
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Commercial parties require laws that, in any given situation, ensure both pafties

seeking tegal a¿;ùe as to their rights ãnd oblígations can expect clear' confident and

consistent answers from their advisers'

section 24 (Meaning of unfair:) and section 25 (Examples of unfair terms) include vague

terms which givå c;nsiderabló discretion to judges to make determinations on the basis

of their o*n p"rã"pt,ons. rather than clear and consistent standards.

In our submission to the ACL review, we have made a number of recommendations to

'improve, the degree of certainty for 
'busin 

:sses pafty to a contract covered by the new

láw with regard tb tne meaning of 'unfair"

Definition of 'standard form contract'

TheACLdoesnotincludeadefinitionofa.standardformcontract''
By not defining a standard form contract the ACL intentionally casts the net as widely as

possible. In a business-to-consumer context this is understandable' In the case of a
.small business contract,, however, the current approach is far from clear'

ThenewlawhasleftbusinessesinaStateofuncertaintyonthisissue'Atthepresent
time the Accc is unable to proviie grìãà"ã. as to how'much variation of a standard

contract (e.g, a áraft contact'providLd"¡n tn" context of a retail lease negotiation) has to

occurbeforethiscontractisnolongera.standardformcontract,,
As we have explained in our submission to the ACL review, the behaviour that the law

should address is the practice of 'take it or leave it' contracts' not the use of 'standard

form contracts'which are an 
"ff¡ci"nt,-piactical 

(and, in some cases' a compulsory)

means of commencing contract negotiations'

we made consequential recommendations in the attached submission that would' in

our view, provide greater certainty as to which contracts are covered by the new law'

Calculation of 'uPfront Price'

The new 'uPfront Pri

the new sholds refe

under th Price is als

26(1) of a contract

unfair.

While we accept the logic of using the

thresholds in the coverage of the new s
business c

of a retail
riod of the
rketing levY'

TheACLneedstobemorespecificinhowtheconsiderationof'upfrontprice,istobe
calculated in the case of .o.r"iã¡ui coitracts, such as retail leases. we have made

recommendations iÀ Úrir regard in our submission to the ACL review.

with respect to the Accc - which we have worked very closely with in preparing for the

imptementat¡on oiitre new law - theie ãr" liritr to thé guidance and level of detail that

they can confidentially provide to businesses working to e-nsure that they comply with the

new law,
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provisions in the ACL as they apply to business-to-business contracts'

As such, we respectfully ask that the Commission gives serious consideration to these

issues in the contexi of tf''" future efficacy of the ne* Iaw and the enforcement functions of

the ACL regulators, including the ACCC'

we recommend that the commission offers its encouragement and support to the CAANZ

recommending and, ultimately, the Federal and state and territory governments progressing

amendments to the ACL to improve thi application and, importantly, enforcement of the

new unfair contract terms law'
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CONCERNS WITH THE ACL REGULATOR
MODEL

In principle, the SCCA has no concerns with the'single law, multiple regulator'model of

administration and enforcement under the ACL and have no evidence to suggest that' in an

operational sense, tÀe regulator model is not working as generally intended' As noted' we

also don,t make any comments o|. l.".ornten lations in this submission with regard to the

regulator model u, ít ãppLiás to the administration of the ACL beyond the new business-to-

business unfair contract terms law'

With respect to the AC however, we do have ongoing concerns about

the appropriateness of regard to the administration and enforcement

of the new business-to- ct terms law'

As listed on page 4 of the Issues paper, the ACL regulators are, generally speaking, the

consumer affairs agencies in each state and tetritory'

These agencies, while being specialists in business to consumer issues' have little

experience and expàrtise witñ regard to business-to-business relationships, contracts and

negotiations.

we are of the view that the current administration and enforcement approach in the ACL

will fall shoft when it comes to the application of the new unfair contract terms law'

Administering this law will require a th regard to' for example' the

business practices relevant to a ra omy and contract negotiation

processes. This is knowledge and erwise required within these

ãgencies to adequately pefórm the functions'

It will take many years for, for example, Consumer Affairs Victoria (and its equtvalent

consumer protection agencies in other ¡'urisdictions). to develop the expeftise to be able to

mediate and mat<e ¡uägments about business-to-business contractual relationships and

disputes,

In this regard, we reflect on the General Information Request at page 9 of the Issues Paper

with regard to whether ,,levels of resourcing for enforcíng the ACL (are) adequate"'

e of these agencies, if these regulators are.to

c xt of the ñew law, consideration should be

6 list resources - whether that be professional

s se agencies to administer the new law'

we suggest that this is a line of enquiry that the commission could pursue with the

regulators independently - i,e. what r"rorró", are being devoted by these agencies to their

préparations for the implementation of the new law'

Having reflected on the gaps in expeftise that we consider could exist within the state and

territory consumer affairã agencies, we consider it is most likely that, in the short term at

least, when businesses become aware of this relative lack of expeftise, they may seek to

have matters removed from these agencies to be dealt with by the ACCC'

Disputes over unfair contract terms for small businesses may, therefore' end up being

largely matters for the ACCC.

This then raises the question as to whether the ACCC has sufficient resources to seek to

resolve or progress the matters put to it'
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PresumablY, the ACCC would act in
(FebruarY 2016) which notes that
about the conduct of traders or
resolvìng individuat consumer or small busine

considered, the ACCC's role is to focus on

potential to, harm the competitive process o
'ACCC 

therefore exercises its discretion to
gäatest overall benefit for competition and consumers."

In summary, the Accc is unlikely to be in a position, or have the resources' to attempt to

resolve i ndividual comPlaints'

In our view, the dynamic between potentially under-specialised state and territory

consumer affairs ug"nl¡", and the nCCCþints to a potential 'disconnect'in the'single law'

multiple regulator".oáui as it applies tó ttre administration and enforcement of the new

unfair contract terms law'

The commission should consider this issue in terms of the ongoing effectiveness of the

.single law, multiple-rãguiator'model following the commencement of the new law in

November.

Since new unfair co late 2015' the SCCA has been

worki CCC on prepa mentation of the new law' with

retail identified as to be the focus of the ACCC's

initialentandcomplgwithfranchising'independent
contra cti ng, advertisi n g servi ces a nd telecom mu nication services),

This process as included a review of a number of our members' leases and we expect a

reportsummarisingtheACCC'sactivitiesandconclusionspriortothecommencementofthe
law in October'

Although this is not necessarily a reflection on the'single law, multiple regulator'model of

enforcement, our engagement with tlre ACCC has been very constructive and has assisted

to provide some helpful guidance on tnl apót¡..tion of the new law (although much needed

certainty is still lacking)'

The ACCC reflected on its constructive engagement with.the retail leasing sector in a media

release in noting our sector's positive 
"ngãgã¡¡"nt 

in mid-August (Attachment 2)'
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SHOPPING CENTRE COUNCIL OF

AUSTRALIA
The shopping centre council of Australia (sccA) represents the major owners' managers

;;ã ã""äãpe1s or shàpping centres in Australia. our members are:

AIvfPCAPffAt* Brookfield
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PNOPENfY OFOUP
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@ s.".klond
vlclNlTY

CENTRES

please contact either Angus Nardi, Executive Director, (02 9033 1930) or Kristin Pryce'

D;p;tyôirã.tot, (oz goEã 1941) to discuss this submission'

lll¿rckstonc

lendk:ase

olc
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Attachment I
SCGA submission to the Issues Paper of the Australian Consumer Law (ACL) review' 27 May

2016
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1 EXECUT¡VE SUMMARY

This submission by the shopping centre council of Australia (sccA) is in response to the

Issues Paper for the Australian Consumer Law Review ("the review")' The Australian

consumer Law (ACL), in schedule 2 of the 
,comPetrt¿î,î :å'"f;"åtifi,:J:tåb(;l'riî;tJ;
usiness and Unfair Contract Terms) B¡ll 2015
the unfair contract terms protections of the
lying only to 'consumer contracts', to also
ent commences on 12 November 2016'

The SCCA has a number of major concerns in this review. First, the current exemption in

the ACL from the unfair contract terms protections for terms required or permitted by

federal, state or territory legislation is drawn too narrowly' The Federal Government' when

it introduced the 2015 gill, stated it wanted to avoid regulatory duplication and unnecessary

compliance costs in industry sectors where there is already equivalent regulation' Without a

widening of the drafting o'r Ûre exemption in se_ction 26(1)(c), this objective will not be

achieveã. We have addressed this in Section 2.I of this submission'

Second, in relation to 'small business contracts', unceftainty surrounds the process for

åetermíning whether a contract is a 'standard form contract'. The ACCC is unable to provide

guidance tõ businesses as to how much negotiation of a standard or pro-forma company

õontract, which is prepared in advance Oy tfrãt company, must occur before the contract is

no longer considered to be a 'standard form contract' and therefore not open to challenge in

relation to terms on which both pafties have agreed. This uncertainty must be removed or,

at least, reduced. We have addressed this issue in section 2'4 of this submission'

Third, we remain concerned about the wide ju ction 24(2) dealing with

the meaning of unfair. This conflicts with the doctrine which requires

that all regulation should set down clear and s, which are capable of

being inteiprete¿ añã-applied correctly and consistently by the coutts, without wide judicial

discretion. we have addressed this, and other matters relating to the definition of unfair, in

section 2.3 of this submission.

Fourth, during the drafting of the 2015 Bill in relation to'small business contracts', we

raised a number of concerns and made several recommendations which would provide

greater clarity and certainty for contracting parties' These were not adopted and we were

advised that some of these would more' appropriately be addressed. in the (then)

forthcoming review of the ACL. These concerns remain and we have addressed these in

sections 2.5 and 2'6 of this submission.

we have also addressed in sections 2.2, 2.7 and 2.8 of this submission several other

matters which have been raised in the Issues Paper'
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Summary of recommendations

The sccA has made the following recommendations in this submission'

1. Section 26(1)(c) of schedule 2 be amended to state: "is a term required by' or

expressly peìmittea øy, or meets the minimum standards of, a law of the

Commonwealth, State or a Territory"'

2. No amendments be made to the unconscionable conduct provisions in Paft 2-2 of

schedule 2 of the Act until the amendments which began in2oL2 have been given a

reasonable period to be tested, including by the courts'

2 listed public companies' in section 21r' 
e Act' If this recommendation is not
s removed, this must be accomPanied
ld (of $3 million) on the suPPlY and

ed bY section 21.

4. The words "may take ¡nto account such matters as it thinks relevant, but" be deleted

from section 2a(2) of Schedule 2'

5. The words "having regard to the nature of the contract" should be added after

,,expressedinreasonabtyptainlanguage,,insection24(3)(a).

6, The words ,,material detriment" should be substituted for "detriment" in section

2a(1)(c).

7. The unfair contract terms protection should not be extended to include the contract

as a whole'

8. Section 27 of schedule 2 be amended to provide: "A small business contract is

consideredtobeastandardformcntractifoneofthepartieshasnothadthe
opportunity to negotiate or cnãnge the terms of the contract before executing the

contract'"

9. If this recommendation is not accepted we recommend that section 27 of schedule 2

be amended to Provide that if the c

term of a draft contract prepared by

the 'upfront price') then the contra
contract'. Alternatively a provision b

longer a standard form contract if the

party which prepared the contract a
effective opportunity to negot¡ate th
.upfront price') and is satisfied with the contract entered into'

10. of Schedule 2 be amended to
ct is the consideration that: (a)
e or grant under the contract; a

is dìsclosed, at or before the

AlternativelY, if the colon in

section 26(2), we tri""i",i
revised section 26
contingent on the o that for

which anY estimate

ll.Section 25(f) of schedule 2 be amended to specifically exclude an agreed price

escalation term of a contract'
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12.Section 26(2) should clarify that a cPl-based increase in a contract price is regarded

as part of the consideration and is not contingent on the occurrence of a particular

event.

13. Section 23(4)(b) be
corporate.

amended so that'a business'includes any related body

14, A safe harbour provision be included in section 23(4) allowing a business to rely on

what it is told by the counter party about the number of employees the counter party

employs.

l5,Section 23Ø) of Schedule 2 be amended to include an aggregation provision so that

a contract is not a small business contract if the small business is a party to more

than one contract with another business and the combined value of the contracts

exceeds the monetarY threshold'

16.The ACL should not be extended to include a prohibition against unfair commercial

practices,

17.The maximum financial penalties in the ACL should be indexed to take into account

inflation since these penalties were set in 2010'

1g.The misleading and deceptive conduct provisions in section 18 should not attract the

same financial penalt¡es as those in section 29 and should not involve criminal

sanctions.

19. Monetary penalties should not be introduced for breaches of the unfair contract

terms Provisions.
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2 ISSUES

2.1 Exemption for terms required or permitted by other laws in section 26(1Xc)

All Australian governments have a commitment to avoid unnecessary and costly regulation

and, particularly, to ensure there is no duplication of regulation' when the ACL was

introduced the governments were also keen to ensure that provision w9¡ made to exempt

contract terms that are required by other laws, Hence section 26(1)(c) was included in

Schedule 2 of the Act'

Clause (c) provides that the unfair contract terms provisions do not apply to the term of a

consumer contract or a small business contract "to the extent, and only to the extent' that

the term is a term required, or expressly permitted, by a taw of the commonwealth' a state

or a Territory".

We are not aware of any case law relating to section 26(1)(c) and this is not a.n issue that is

raised in the Issues Paper. Our concern is that this exemption is likely to be interpreted by

the courts rn a very limiting fashion and we consider it should be broadened to ensure that

regulatory duplication doeð not arise and to eliminate possible conflicts between the ACL

an? relevant federal, state and/or territory legislation'

In the oxford Dictionary the words"extent", "express" and "permit" are defined as follows:

"extent" (1) the area covered by something (2) the size or scale of something (3)

the degree to which something is the case'

"express" (1) stated ctearly and openly (2) specificatty identified to the exclusion of

anything else.
,,permit,,(1)officialtyallowsomeonetodosomething(2)makepossible,

A literal interpretation of section 26(1)(c) would therefore suggest a narrow..interpretation'

The relevant commonwealth, State orleiritory law must "clearly and openly" state that the

term under consideration is "officially allowéd" but the exclusion term must be strictly

limited to the action which is "officially allowed" by that term.

A decision by Fultagar J in Avoc Financial Services v Abschinsk¡ t19941 2 VR 659 is possibly

relevant in considering how a court tãy int"tpret s'26(1)(c)' Fullagar J' said (at page 665):

". the words "permitted by this Act" [in
shoutd be read down to refer only to costs fe
permitted, that is to saq, bY the Act
to include costs etc' which are permi
faits to prohibit them' I would
Act", and I think that exPress
permittìng referred to is onlY
by so much of the common
un impa ired or u n Proh ibited' "

consistent with the finding of Fullaghar J., our view is that section 26(1)(c) provides only a

very narrow exemption, In the case ol a retail lease. all business

contract,, the exemption would only apply to the terms of are required

by, or pe staie ór territory statut much of the

common g as are sitentty teft impaired or..

unprohib of Fullaghar J' - and the extent"

required of that statute'
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Our concern about the interpretation of clause (c) obviously relates mainly to terms in retail

leases (contracts) which are already heavily'regulated by states and territories in the

following statutes and regulations. Nevertheläss *e believe this issue has implications for

other contracts as well, including consumer contracts'

The relevant statutes which regulate retail leases (and the dates of introduction of the

original statute) are:

. Retail Shop Leases Act (Queensland) (1984)

. Commercial Tenancy (rieiait Shops)'Ag'eements Act (Western Australia) (1985)

. RetailLeases Áct (Victoria) (1986)

. RetailLeases Act (NSW) (1994)

. Retail and commercialLeases Act (south Australia) (1995)

. Fair Trading fèo¿à of practice for ietail Tenancies) Regutations (Tasmania) (1998)

¡ Leases (Commerciat and Retail) Act (ACT) (ZOO2)

. Business Tenancies (Fair Deatings) Act (Northern Territory) (2002)

In addition, most of the state and territory legislation also have associated regulations:

. Retail Shop Leases Regulations (Queensland)

. CommercialTenancy (neta¡t Shops) Agreements Regulations (WA)

. RetailLeases Regulations (Victoria)

. Retail and Commercial Leases Regulations (SA)

. Leases (Commerciat and Retail) Regulations (ACT)

. Business Tenancies (Fair Dealings) Regulations (NT)

These laws sometimes require pafticular terms to be included in retail leases. For example,

section 31 of the NSW Refa/ Leases Act (RLA

provides: (t) A reta
current market rent
that the exemption in section 26(1)(c) of th
challenge on the grounds of unfairness (i'e'
by, a law") a term regulating market rent re
by section 31 of the RLA

In other areas of the retail tenancy relationship these state and territory laws specify

minimum protectioni which must applv to the lease term and a t"'Tnänltl:iä;[ i:ff
enables the business of
the following effect: ' . "
ssly Permits" relocation

tm protections required by s.34A' We consider

it is more likely to be interpreted that s.344 of the RLA does not of itself expressly permit

relocation clauses. section 26(1)(c) of the ACL will therefore not generally protect a

relocation clause covered Oy s,¡'+Á'oî tfre RLA from challenge on the grounds of unfairness

(i,e. as provisions "required by, or expressly permitted, by a law")'

This could lead to a situation where one pafticular term of a retail lease is open to challenge

under the ACL, but not another, even tho
deemed satisfactory, by a parliament' Futth
that must be avoided, where a lease term
NSW (and is therefore not regarded as'unf
to be unfair and declared void by a Federal

avoided.
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This argument should be put beyond d "is a term

required þy. or e*pi,rJssty þermitied by, law of the

Commonwealth, a State'o'r a Territory"' t- ^. outcome is

still the same: if the lease term in question does not meet the standards of fairness laid

down by the relevant state or territory parliament then the term is void'

Recommendation

1. Section 26(1)(c) of schedule 2 be amended to state: "is a term required by' or

expressty permitted by, or meets the minimum standards of, a law of the

Commonwealth, State or a Territory"'

2.2 Unconscionable conduct prov¡sions in Pa¡t2'2

we strongly oppose any amendments to the unconscionable conduct provisions in Part 2-2

of Schedule 2 of the Act'

The unconscionable conduct provisions (and section 51AC of the former Trade Practices Act)

are among the most reviewed provision ht

suggest tñe provisions themselves are as

intended by the Federal Parliament, the e"

in section 21 more broadly than the interpr In

pafticular, the courts have a on

2t not only when dealing --^ ¡-^ ^, 
of

something personal such as drunkenness or illness (as covered by the

equitable doctrine) but also someone in a weaker commercial position'

including smaller businesses'

The fact that there has not been a large number of section 21 (or section 51AC) cases

reaching the coutts is not evidence that the visions are failing in

their purpose. Rather this is evidence that rpose' The true test

of a law should Oã its success in changin r otherwise of road

safety laws, for example, is judged by the re< and deaths; not by

the number of successfuí prósecutions for breaches of the law. In the area of retail leasing,

to take one area, the Productivity commission has noted in 2018: "whilethere is a relativelY

tim¡ed case history pertaining to untci:onscionable conduct claims, threat of action under

unconscionable conduct provisìons appears to have had an influence on market conduct'"

The relatively small number of unconscionable conduct cases brought before the courts is

the result of a ranf e of factors: the small number of complaints actually made to the ACCC

(itself an indicatioñ tn"t the incidence of such behaviour has been exaggerated); the wide

availability of alternative forms of relief, both under the Act and under other legislation; a

better educated and better informed small business constituency; and a more heavily

regulated market in the retail tenancy and franchising industries'

It is our exPerience, for ins
devote significant resources
ensure theY are aware of
franchisees and other Paftie
accused of acting unconscionably or to be

finding has wider iommercial iamifications, as well as the liability flowing from the

particular action

o
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The most recent review of the unconscionable conduct provisions commenced with an

inquiry in 2009 by the Senate Economics Committee
unconscionable conduct' Following recommendations eral

Government established an Expert Panel (comprising

Steinwall and Mr David Lieberman) to undertake furt
recommended the inclusion in the unconscionable conduct provisions of a number of

principles to assist coufts in the interpretation, development and application of the

provisions. These were subsequently included in the Act in 2011 and began operation in

January 2OL2.

In the light of endments, and the fact that they have been

operative for on stification for further amendments at this time'

Thestatutoryinionableconductprovisionscontinuestoevolve
and the courts 5 opportunity to test whether these amendments

have satisfied previous claims that the provisions are difficult to interpret'

This is consistent with the findings of the
Competition Policy and Law. The Committee'
recent Federal Court decisions in actions brou

cases indicated the current provisions a

recommended that there be an ongoing revi

and, if deficiencies become evident, they sho

raise any deficiencies for either the RôCC, or the courts, and recent cases have not

highlighted any concerns (other than the amount of penalties, which we address in section

2.6 of this submission).

For these reasons we consider there should be no amendment to the unconscionable

conduct Provisions at this time.

Exclusion of publicly listed companies

The Issues Paper asks ainst un ct"should be

extended to protect att ty tisted ve also noted

comments by the Chai Sims' ¡ in section 21

should be extended to Mr Sim saying, when

addressing on 16 March ational consumer congress, that the prohibition

against publicly listed co 21(1) of the Act was out dated; that ASX listing

is no longer a reflectio¡ r'ìy iotpuny should be able to take action if they

are on thã receiving end conduct'

ASX listing might not be perfect proxy for size but it -remains 
a reasonable proxy for size'

More significantly ASX listing is "n 
indication of financial, strategic and business

sophistication. Listed public companies are by definition, sophisticated businesses which

have media and public prominence, fina rcial resources and access to capital' Such

companies have plenty of opportunities, by commercial and other means' to respond to

actions which tfiÑ-lonsiO"r'tigf'tt be úncônscionable' Such companies do not need the

protection of Parliament in their commercial dealings'

This would also be an 'all or nothing' amendment. If the listed public company exclusion is

removed there would be nothing to prevent, sâY, Woolwofths or Coles using these

provisions to bring unconscionable condult actions against a supplier or a landlord' It is only

necessary to wri[e those words to realise what a nonsense this proposal would be in

practice.
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into the former Trade Practices Act in 1998

sactions which would be caught by the
illion in 2001; to $10 million in 2007; and

'creeP' in the extent of commercial
exacerbated even further if the current

parliaments have always recognised that some businesses are sufficiently large not to need

legislative protections, Retail tenancy legislation in some states' for example' excludes

retailers which are listed public companieã from receiving the protection-s contained in that

legislation. Large retaiLers - those whose floor area is larger than 1,000 square metres or

whose annual o..up"n.V-.ori, "".""¿- 
E1 miflion, whether publicly listed or not - also do

not receive the protections of retail tenancy legislation'

s (i.e. those with more than 20 employees

Od,OOO a year) should not receive the

ctions' The prohibition on publicly listed
provisions is entirely consistent with these

If the publicly listed company exclusion is removed by this review, then the monetary

threshold on the size of transãctions'caught'by this provision must be reinstated' In our

view the threshold should be set at $l m-¡tlion,'which would be more consistent with the

monetary thresholds contained in the ACL for the'small business unfair contract terms law"

The ACCC has admitted in the ACCC Compliance and Enforcement Poticy (February 2016)

that it does not have the resources to act o

that the "ACCC cannot pursue all the complai
businesses and the ACCC rarely becomes ìnv

business disputes' While all complaints
on those circumstances that will, or ha

result in widespread consumer detr¡ment'
direct resources to matters that provide t
consumers," It therefore makes little sense I

resources to pursue áll .onrrter and small business complaints to stretch those resources

evenfuftherbypermittingbigbusinessestoalsomakeuseofthelaw'

Recommendations

z. No amendment be made to the unconscionable conduct provisions in Paft 2-2 of

schedule 2 of the Act until the amendments which began operation in 2012 have

beengivenareasonableperiodtobetested,includingbythecourts'

3. No amendment be made to the exclusion of 'listed public companies' in section

21(1)(a) anJ sLction 21(1)(b) oi s.¡"dul" 2 of the Act' If this recommendation is

notaccepted,andthepubliccompanyexemptionis|gToY".lthismuStbe
accompanied by the reintroduction of a monetary threshold (of--$3 million) on the

supply unaã.õú¡rition of goods and sr rvices captured by section 21,
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2.3 Meaning of 'unfair' in section 24

The Issues Paper raises the issue of "whether the current approach to determining if a term

is'unfair' . .' is sufficiently clear"'

The term 'unfair' is highly subjective and is in
Commission warned in 2008: "Attempting to
and what does not, is inherently difficult an

n of the market as returns to :
increased and the efficiencY
, i, *ñv legislatures have previously steered clear of using this term as a

andard (rather than a ãesirable gu¡áing principle) in transactions between

businesses.

Because each PartY to a commercial
concept Provides no meaningful gu

transaction with another business'
situation, ensure both parties seeki

expect clear, confident and consist
ensure neither party is tempted to e
that victory dePends on winning the
judge maY be sitting on the bench'

(Examples of unfair terms) include vague

ès to make determinations on the basis of

consistent standards, Section 24(2), f or

de discretion in that il"may take into account

business regulation, It is not clear whe

down so that it is confined to matters
court is required to make in relation to

This wide discretion in
which requires that all
are capable of being
without wide judicial d

prerogative judgment.
which give considerabl
own percePtions and
standards.

Wethereforerecommendthatthewords,,maytakeintoaccountsuchmattersasitthinks
relevant, but" be deleted from section 24(2) of Schedule 2'

Its "rnust take into account ' ' ' the extent to

the Purchase of a mobile Phone'

AUSTRALIAN CONSUMER LAW REVIEW - 27 May 2016
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we therefore recommend that the words "having regard to the nature of the contract"

should be added after"expressed in reasonably ptain tanguage" in section 2aG)G)'

we also consider section 24(1)(c) should include a materiality test. At present a court could

find a term of a contract to be unfair even if the detriment is insignificant and even trivial'

The words "material detriment" should be substituted for "detriment"'

We note that the Issues paper also raises the question of whether the protections should

extend not only to particular unfair contract terms but also to a contract that is unfair as a

whole (2.2.3). We note that no evidence or justification has been provided for taking such

an extreme step, eresumably this would ¡nvólve repealing the provision in se-ction 26(1)(a)

that excludes from challenge a term that "de'ines the main subiect matter of.the contract"'

It is vital for the efficient-operation of a market economy that business relationships are

able to be formed and operåte within a legal framework that provides ceftainty and instils

business confidence. It is also vital that- bargains that are struck will ensure and be

enforceable and are not lightly put aside by courts. The extension of the unfair contract

terms regime in the ACL t; aléo include business-to-business contracts is already a radical

¿ãpá,turõ from this principle and one that other comparable countries have not taken' To

extend these protections 
'even 

further, pafticularly without justification, would undermine

business confidence in Australia

Recommendations

4. The words ,,may take into account such matters as it thinks relevant, btJt" be deleted

from section 24(2) of Schedule 2'

5, The words "having regard to the nature of the contract" should be added after

"expressed in reasonabty ptain language" in section 2a(3)(a)'

6. The words ,,material detriment" should be substituted for "detriment" in section

24(1)(c).

7. The unfair contract terms protection should not be extended to include the contract

as a whole.

2.4 Determination of 'standard form contract' ¡n sect¡on 27

The ACL does not include a definition of a 'standard form contract'. Section 27 of Schedule

2 lists a series of matters which the court "must take into account", although the couft is

also able to take into account "such matters as it thinks relevant"'

By not defining a standard form contract the ACL intentionally casts the net as widely as

possible. In a business-to-consumer context that is understandable. The sheer volume of

transactions for, say, mobile phones - where the volume may run into thou.sands per day -

means such contruétt fluu" to be 'standard' to enable the demand to be met without

incurring significant delays and imposing significant transaction costs' For consumer

contracts there is unlikely to be an a.gument aõ to whether the contract is a standard form

contract or not, since such contracts are generally presented as a 'take it or leave it'

contract. In the case of a'consumer contrãct'the current approach to determining if a

contract is a 'standard form contract' does not appear to have caused problems. we note

there does not appear to have been any case law on this section since it was introduced'
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In the case of a .small business contract', however, things are rarely so clear cut and the

current approach in section 27 is far fróm clear' The difficulty in practice is that most

commercial transactions involving a contract usually commence with a standard form
tained in section 27 ' For example, where

and sensible business practice for a contract
cussion relating to the transaction occurred
leasing the current state and territory law

he draft contract to a tenant as soon as

ion 9(1) of the NSW Retail Leases Act)'

The amendments to the ACL in the 2015 Bill have left businesses in a state of uncertainty

on this issue, At th; present time the Accc is unable to provide guidance as to how much

variation of a standard lease has to occur before this contract is no longer a 'standard form

contract', Nor is tfle Àccc able to advise whether the urts will accept a

signed statement from a lessee that it was given an to negotiate the

terms of the contraci fother than the terms setting ou It seems unlikely

that the ACCC will be able to give this guidanðe s- appear to be a

provision in section 27 which can providJ uny comfort' Given section 27 incorporates a

.reverse onus of proof it is particularly important that greater ceftainty on this issue is

given to businesses'

The consultations which preceded the 2015 Bil he

law was supposed to address was the alleged in

business-to-business transactions' Indeed, in he

2015 Bill, the terms 'take it or leave it cont ed

interchangeablY.

The Regulation Impact statement (RIS) which preceded the 2015 Bill does include a

definition of a 'standard form contract': "standard form contracts are pre-prepargd
it' basis by a party with greater bargaining
standard form if one of the partìes has not
terms of the contract when agreeing to it'"

s that "small businesses, like consLtmerst are

t contracts as they are offered contracts on a

,take it or leave it' basis and lack the resources to understand and negotiate terms"'(p'3)

The behaviour that the law should address,

contracts, not the use of'standard form c

efficient, practical (and, in some cases, a

negotiations. We propose, therefore, that
included in the RIS should form the basis o
Schedule 2 and we have recommended this below'

If this recommendation is not accepted, we believe that a'safe harbour provision'needs to

be incorporated in section ZZ to proviJé iuiaance to businesses and to ensure comfoft that

a contract freely entered into by uoÚr-pa"rties will not subsequently be declared a 'standard

form contract'.
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Recommendations
g. Section 27 of Schedule 2 be amended to provide: "A small business contract is

considered to be a standard form contract if one of the parties has not had the

opportunity to negotiate or change the terms of the contract before executing the

contract."

9. If this recommendation is not accepted we recommend that section 27 of Schedule 2

be amended to provide that if the counter party to a contract varies at least one

term of a draft contract prepared by the other party (other than the terms setting

the 'upfront price') then the contract is no longer considered a 'standard form

contract,. Alternatively a provision be insefted to the effect that a contract is no

longer a standard form contract if the counter pafty to a contract provides to the

party which prepared the contract a signed statement that it has been given an

effective opportunity to negotiate the terms (other than the terms setting the
.upfront price') and is satisfied with the contract entered into'

2.5 Calculation of 'upfront price' in section 26

The 2015 Bill used the existing ACL concept of 'upfront price' as the basis for coverage of

the new law. The monetary tránsaction thresholds refer to the upfront price payable under

the contract. The concept of upfront price is also used in the ACL (in section 26(1) of

Schedule 2) as one of the terms of a contract which cannot be challenged as unfair.

While we accept the logic of using the'upfront price'as the basis for defining the thresholds

in the coverage of the new small business unfair contract law, determlnation of the'upfront
price,in a smãll business contract is inevitably more complex than for a consumer contract'

Section 26(2) states: "Ihe upfront price payable under a contract is the consideration that:

(a) is pronìded, or is to be provided, for the supply, sale or grant under the contract; and

fU ¡t'disctosed at or before the time the contract is entered into; but does not include any

other consideration that is contingent on the occurrence or non-occurrence of a pafticular

event."

For most consumer contracts the determination of the "consideration" provided under the

contract is usually relatively straightforward and often calculated in monthly terms which

can be multiplied over the number of months of the contract' For most commercial

contracts this is far from straightforward. In the case of a retail lease, for example, the

consideration usual lY comPrises :

. Rent

. Rent increases usually escalated annually for each year of the contract. (This

increase may be defined as a fixed dollar amount, a fixed percentage amount or an

amount based on the CPL To complicate matters fufther, some leases provide that

at some point during the lease the new rent will be calculated by a valuer as a

'market rent') '
. Operating expenses of the shopping centre ("outgoings") allocated propoftionately

according to a legislated formula, (These are the actual costs of the various statutory

charges, such a! land tax and council rates, and operating expenses, such as

cleaning).

. promotion and marketing levy (based on a formula agreed by the parties in the lease

and usuallY Paid monthlY)'
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In other cases some or all of these separate payments are bundled into a single'gross rent'

lease which has the advantage of providing reasonable certainty for the landlord and tenant

but does not have the transpãrency advaniage of the previous example (generally known as

a.net rent,lease). obviously if some of the items listed above are excluded as consideration

in determin¡ng fhe upfroni price then an uneven playing field will exist between those

operating a'nãt rent'lease and those operating a'gross rent'lease'

The disclosure statement provided to a prospective tenant (required by retail tenancy

legislation) will, among tn"åy other things,'specify: the annual base rent to be paid by the

tenant in the first yeai; the means ny ilnicn the base rent will be escalated; the estimated

piomotion and maiketing costs in year one; and the estimated outgoings to be paid in year

one.

The EM for the 2015 Bill does provide some clarification on this matter but it is still unclear

whether ceftain considerations attract the protection of s.26(1)(b). Courts have also been

known to ignore provisions contained in EMs when interpreting the law.

The Act therefore needs to be more specific in how the "consideration" is to be calculated in

the case of commeiãial contracts, such as retail leases. (All of the items listed above are

matters for negotiation between the pafties to the lease and are disclosed in advance to the

prospective tenant and These are already regulated by state and

ierr¡tory retail tenancy le tenant is fully aware. This is another reason

why thôse retail leases ulated by state and territory retail tenancy

legíslation should be excl ')

Increases in rent in a lease (and prices in other commercial contracts) are usually

negotiated between the parties wnen ttrey enter into multi-year contracts' These provide for

increases in rents and prices to occur oñ particular dates. In such cases the parties have

voluntarily entered into a contract which pérmits the'consideration'to be unilaterally varied

accord Such contractual term rm that

may b n 25(f) of Schedule 2 has the

effect nary ihe upfront price without

the right of another pafty to terminate the contract'"

The escalation of rents and prices in multi-year contracts is commonly based on the

consumer price index and we therefore recommend that there is clarification in the Act that

a Cpl-based increase in a contract price is regarded as part of the consideration and is not

contingent on the occurrence of a pafticular event'

Recommendations

10. ) of Schedule 2 be amended to
ract is the consideration that: (a)
ale or grant under the contract; a

n is disctosed, at or before the
Alternatively, if the review is reluctant to remove the words after the semi-colon in

section 26(;), *" r".orrend the following words be added after our suggested

revised sectíón 26(2): "; but does not include any other consideration that is

contingent on the occurrence or non-occurrence of a particular event beyond that for

which anY estimate is Provided."

ll.Section 25(f) of schedule 2 be amended to specifically exclude an agreed price

escalation term of a contract.

l2.Section 26(2) should clarify that a cPl-based increase in a contract price is regarded

as part of ine consideration and is not contingent on the occurrence of a particular

event'
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2.6 Clarification of the definition of small business contract in section 23(41

A'small business contract'is defined in section 23(4) of Schedule 2'

When calculating the number of employees of a business to determine if that business

employs fewer tñan 20 employees there js a need to add in related bodies corporate. Often

the' subdiary of a large company, or even a large company which operates businesses

through a related service ent¡ty, may employ
large retailers, for example, undertake their
which often employs fewer than 20 persons'

not have any employees' It is nonsensical for
the new small business unfair contract terms law. The Act needs to be amended to include

any related body corporate. The Act already contains (in section 4A) an explanation of a

relâted body corporate and this is already used in other sections of the Act (see section

45(B) and section 6 of Schedule 2).

Considerable time and expense will be involved for both large businesses and small

businesses in determining the number of employees of a party with which they are

contracting. This is in add¡tion to the other additional costs imposed by the new law'

Businesses could be placed in a position where a counter party seeks relief under the unfair

contracts terms proiirion, even though the business had been told the counter party had

more than 20 employees. A safe ñarbour arrangement needs to be included in the

legislation to allow brrjn"rr", to rely on what they are told by the counter party about the

number of peoPle theY emPloY'

We also note that it is possible for a small business to have multiple contracts, each of

which is below the transaction thresholds, with another business and still receive the benefit

of the new law for each contract. We suggest there should be an aggregation provision

included in section 23(4) of Schedule 2.

Recommendations
13. Section 23(4)(b) be amended so that 'a business' includes any related body

corPorate.

14, A safe harbour provision be included in section 23(4) allowing a business to rely on

what it is told by !,he counter party about the number of employees the counter pafty

employs.

l5,Section 23(4) of Schedule 2 be amended to include an aggregation provision so that
a contract is'not a small business contract if the small business is a party to more

than one contract with another business and the combined value of the contracts

exceeds the monetarY threshold.

2.7 Unfair commercial Practices
We are firmly opposed to the ACL being extended to 'unfair commercial practices'. No

justification is givàn in the Issues Paper ior any such extension, other than the fact that

there are such regimes in the European union and the united States of

America, We note tnãt ¡n both of these jurisdictions these prohibitions relate only to
business-to-consumer transactions, not business-to-business transactions.

The productivity Commission in 2008, in its Review of Australia's Consumer Policy

Framework, noted Australia "should only consider pursuing a general unfair practices

provision a't a later time if warranted by'strong evidence Ìn its favour". No such evidence

has been produced,
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Recommendation

16,The ACL should not be extended to include a prohibition against unfair commercial
practices.

2.8 Remedies

Deterrent effect of financial penalties

The Issues paper poses the question of whether or not the current maximum financial

penalties are adequate to deter future breaches of the law. This has also been recently

raised publicly by the Chairman of the ACCC, Mr Sims'

These penalties were set by agreement between governments in 2010 and came into effect

on 1 janua ry 2OI1 There is an argument that the maximum penalties should now be

indexed to take into account inflation over the past six years'

No evidence has been produced that the current penalty regime is not having a deterrent

effect. The only reference is to commentary by Federal Court judge, Justice Gordon, in

proceedings wn¡cn the ACCC brought against Coles in 2Ol4 under section 22

(unconscionable conduct) of the ACL,

Justice Gordon commented "the current maxìmum penalties are arguably inadequate for a
corporation of the size of Coles." It should be noted, as a result of the consent orders in this

case, Coles paid a financial penalty of $10 million and also paid an amount of $1'25 million

towards the ACCC's costs. This is not an inconsiderable amount for any ASX-top 10

company,

Justice Gordon's comments, however, reflect a certain naiveté about the operation of the

commercial world. The real significance of this case is the blow that Coles has taken to its
corporate reputation by effectively admitting that it had behaved unconscionably towards its

suppliers. That is a corporate4 stain which will linger far longer than the financial pain

caused by losing more than $13 million (aft, r taking into account its own costs), money

that could have been applied to its business. Already this admission has been widely

reported in the media, and is regularly repeated, and it will take many years before this

reþutational damage is repaired. Ño company, paftìcularly a publicly listed company, wishes

to have to admit tó, or to have been found guilty of, unconscionable conduct'

Misleading and decePtive conduct

The Issues paper also raises (in sections 2.2.1 and 2.3.1) the question of whether the

misleading and deceptive condùct provisions (section 18) should attract the same financial

penalties and criminal sanctions that apply to the making of false or misleading

representations (section 29)'

Contraventions of section 1B already attract a variety of remedies, including injunctions,

damages and compensatory orders. Íhe emphasis, properly, is on deterrence, remedies and

compensation,

We strongly oppose extending the financial penalties in Part 5-2 to include a breach of the

prohibitioñ'on 
'misleading 

and deceptive conduct. We also strongly oppose the use of

criminal sanctions. Such breaches often occur inadvertently or accidentally and the

consequences of such breaches are often not substantial. As a consequence a lesser

standjrd of proof, based on the balance of probabilities, is required for determining whether

or not a breach has occurred. We can find no justification in the Issues Paper for conflating

the penalties in sections 18 and 29 of the ACL.
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IJnfair contract terms - monetary penalties

The Issues Paper also raises the question of whether regulators should be able to seek

monetary penalties against businesses in breach of the unfair contract terms provisions, in

addition to having thJterm declared void (2.2,3). The Issues Paper provides no justification

for raising this question. Monetary penaìties áre neither necessary nor appropriate' The

business, as well as having incurred legal costs (which are likely to be significant since there

is a.reverse onus of-proáfl, will alsó lose the protection of the contract term, which it

obviously regards as being réåsonaOty necessary to protect is legitimate interests' Given the

vagueness and uncertainiy involved in the definition of 'unfair', and how subjective such a

couft decision will inevitably be, there can be no justification for a monetary penalty' once

a court declares a term unfair. it has a range oi powers to enforce its decision, including

issuing an injunction and making various orders'

Recommendations

17,The maximum financial penalties in the ACL should be indexed to take into account

inflation since these penalties were set in 2010'

1g.The misleading and deceptive conduct provisions in section 18 should not attract the

same financiaî penalties as those in section 29 and should not involve criminal

sanctions.

19. Monetary penalties should not be introduced for breaches of the unfair contract

terms Provisions'

2.9 Multiple regulator model

We note that an independent review and assessment of the 'single law, multiple regulators'

arrangement for tnã ncr- is being undeftaken by the Productivity Commission separately to

this review.

We believe this model, while it may have been appropriate when the ACL was confined to

business-to-consumer contracts, is not appropriate now the ACL has been extended to

include'small business contracts'.

The SCCA will be making a submission to the Productivity Commission's review on this

issue.
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3. SHOPPING CENTRE COUNGIL OF
AUSTRALIA
The Shopping Centre Council of Australia (SCCA) represents the major owners, managers

an¿ ¿evål'opers of shopping centres in Australia. Our members are: AMP Capital Investors,

áì.irrton" Group, erôok?ietO, Charter Hall, DEXUS Property Group, Eureka Funds

Management, GpÍ Group, Ipoh, ISPT, Jen Retail Properties, JLL, Lancini Group, Lendlease,

McCoñaghy Group, Mcionaghy Propefties, Mirvac, Perron Group, Precision Group, QIC,

Savills, SCÁ eroperty Group, Scentre Group, Stockland and Vicinity Centres'

Please contact either Kristin Pryce   or Angus Nardi

 in relation to this submission.
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Attachment 2
ACCG Media Release (Lolal2oL6): unfair contract Terms Legislation

lO /4 t 2016
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ACCC Media Release (cont.): Unfair Contract Terms Legislation

underthe neuv law-
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so runs for more than a Yer¡r.
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láedia team - 1300 138 S17
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